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In his response on behalf of the Opposition to the Chief Minister’s budget address, Mr F 
Picardo, anxious to paint a bleak picture of Gibraltar’s economy, said that the Government 
only had a budget surplus last year because of “creative accounting” and the production to 
the House by the Chief Minister of “bogus figures”. He also said that the figures were 
designed to create a good feeling and only “a veneer” of success.  
 
The alleged “bogus” creative accounting was, according to Mr Picardo, that the budget 
surplus announced by the Government only existed because it had taken £18.5m of 
depositors’ money from the Savings Bank, and that without it the budget surplus would not 
exist. 
 
This is absolute nonsense and completely untrue, and demonstrates Mr Picardo’s inability 
to comprehend public finances and the budget book. The Government’s very substantial 
budget surplus has nothing whatsoever to do with Savings Bank money, as is clearly 
obvious to any economically literate reader of the budget book. The Government’s budget 
surplus was derived exclusively from recurrent revenue less recurrent expenditure. 
 
Nor, obviously, has the Government taken any depositor’s money from the Saving’s Bank. 
The Government has indeed transferred surplus money of its own from the Savings Bank 
to the Government’s Consolidated Reserve. This also is absolutely obvious to all 
competent readers of the budget book. And in any case this transfer by the Government of 
its own money was in addition to, and in NO way contributed to, still less accounted for, 
the Government’s Recurrent Budget surplus. 
 
Therefore Mr Picardo’s false analysis of the state of the economy and public finances was 
based not only on the very serious things of which he falsely accused the Government but 
indeed on an extraordinary and basic failure on his part to understand simple public 
finance economics and the relatively simple financial statistics laid out in the budget book. 
 
 
A Government Spokesman said:- 
 
 
“On the basis of his own lack of familiarity with simple public finance issues despite having 
been in the House six years already, Mr Picardo not only wrongly accused the Chief 



Minister of providing “bogus” figures and “creative accounting” to mislead the House, and 
Gibraltar at large but, he also wrongly sent out the false signal to international investors 
and customers that the economy of Gibraltar was not in good shape and was in trouble.  
 
The reality could not be more different. While most economies in Europe are suffering 
large scale unemployment, Gibraltar’s is creating record numbers of jobs. While most 
Governments around Europe are showing budget deficits, the Gibraltar Government 
continues to show a healthy surplus. Gibraltar is not immune to what happens in the rest 
of the planet, but it is obvious for all to see, that our economy is faring well despite the 
global recession and credit crunch. 
 
As usual, Mr Picardo is willing to falsely damage and talk down Gibraltar’s interests to 
satisfy a personal ambition for power, for which he has shown himself during this Budget 
session to be very far from being equipped and prepared. The only thing that has been 
shown to be “bogus” this week is the notion that Gibraltar could remain secure and 
prosperous under Mr Picardo’s leadership.” 


